
 

In Florence 

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 



Florence 
The rich artistic heritage, the numerous cultural events 
and the beauty of the surroundings, make Florence one 
of the most beautiful cities in the world and a unique 
destination for visitors from all over the world. 
  
Social and Cultural Activities 
During your stay in Florence you will have the possibility  
to experience the social and cultural life through a       
programme of cultural and leisure activities organized by 
Linguaviva. 
These usually include guided visits to the most important 
museums and galleries, lectures on various aspects of  
contemporary Italian culture and society, a selection of  
famous Italian movies shown regularly at school, 
evenings out for aperitivo in trendy Florentine cafés, 
walks in typical and interesting areas of Florence. 
  
Excursions 
Full day excursions to famous Italian cities and to most  
renowned sites are organized during the weekends,     
usually on Saturday. 
Half day excursions to places of interest close to Florence 
and to wine producing farm are organized during the 
week in the afternoon.  
  
�The programme allows you to practise your Italian, to 
broaden your knowledge of Italian culture and to enjoy 
yourself with your new friends. 
  
�It is run with a team of teachers who will always be 
with you to help you improve your Italian and  better    
understand the Italian way of life.  
  
�At the beginning of every course you will be presented 
with the final programme, including detailed information 
about each activity. 
  
We are sure that we will spend a memorable time        
together! 
  
  
LINGUAVIVA Staff 
    

Enjoy Florence 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

January 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful            
view of the city 

Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Visit to Boboli gardens                           Boboli gardens                           Boboli gardens                           Boboli gardens                           
Guided visit to one of the largest and most      
elegant Italian style garden 

 

Shopping at "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

Italian OperaItalian OperaItalian OperaItalian Opera    
A presentation of the famous ittalian  opera 

Visit to the Church of S.Croce         Church of S.Croce         Church of S.Croce         Church of S.Croce                                             
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of 
Italian Gothic Architecture 

Full day excursion to VeniceVeniceVeniceVenice                                
In Venice light and water combine to create a  
restless magic. All borderlines are eradicated 
somewhere between dream and reality, present and 
past 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    
Italian Fashion and Beauty - Latest Trends 

Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           
A detailed presentation about the most famous 
Italian wines 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

 

 

February 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                   Cupola del Duomo                   Cupola del Duomo                   Cupola del Duomo                                                   
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's masterpiece,  
the cathedral's giant cupola was constructed to 
express the bridging of Greek and Gothic architecture 

Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

Visit to the Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  
Guided visit to the monastery, equally famed for 
its architecture and its works of art 

Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft  a walk  into the Oltrarno area to visit 
some of the most traditional handicraft workshops 
like Leather, Jewels, Silver and Arts & crafts. 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city, Rome 
caput mundi. A unique city worldwide because of the 
completely opposite styles of art and life that manage 
to live side by side 

Lectures 

Full-day excursion to Lucca Lucca Lucca Lucca                                    
an ancient city with roman origins. It still maintains  
the urban structure and the remains of the first          
fortifications and the amphitheatre 

Visit to the medicean Villa "La PetraiaLa PetraiaLa PetraiaLa Petraia"           
Guided visit to the villa that was elected               
as his summer residence by Vittorio Emanuele II 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi              
Tour in the green Umbria area and visit to two of    
its most fascinating cities 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            
a presentation of the regional and traditional    
Italian cuisine with ingredients and recipes    

Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       
some of the more common gestures, hand gestures 
and body language  

Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           
Rituals and  amulets of the Italian tradition in a 
travel between history and uperstition 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Half-day excursion to FiesoleFiesoleFiesoleFiesole                          
The archaeological site includes a well preserved 
Roman theater and a Romanesque Cathedral 
founded in the 11th century 

March 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo                 Piazzale Michelangelo                 Piazzale Michelangelo                 Piazzale Michelangelo                 
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful            
view of the city 

Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Shopping at "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

ItalianItalianItalianItalian    Opera                                        Opera                                        Opera                                        Opera                                        
The most famous Italian opera writers 

Visit to the Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                      
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of Italian 
Gothic Architecture 

 

Full day excursion to VeniceVeniceVeniceVenice                               
In Venice light and water combine to create a 
restless magic. All borderlines are eradicated 
somewhere between dream and reality, present and 
past 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    
Italian Fashion and Beauty - Latest Trends 

The Italian gardenThe Italian gardenThe Italian gardenThe Italian garden    

A tour inside the history of the famous Italian 
garden and the architetture of the open spaces    

Lectures 

Visit to theOrsanmichele Museum                  Orsanmichele Museum                  Orsanmichele Museum                  Orsanmichele Museum                  
Guided visit to the ancient grain storage of the 
city, now transformed in a church and a musem 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city, Rome 
caput mundi. A unique city worldwide because of the 
completely opposite styles of art and life that manage 
to live side by side 

 

April 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's masterpiece,  
the cathedral's giant cupola was constructed  to 
express the bridging of Greek and Gothic architecture 

Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft  a walk  into the Oltrarno area to visit 
some of the most traditional handicraft workshops 
like Leather, Jewels, Silver and Arts & crafts 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,Lucca, an ancient city with roman 
origins. It still maintains the urban structure and the 
remains of the first fortifications and the amphitheatre 

Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       
some of the more common gestures, hand 
gestures and body language  

Visit to the medicean Villa "La PetraiaLa PetraiaLa PetraiaLa Petraia"            
Guided visit to the villa that was elected               
as his summer residence by Vittorio Emanuele II 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi                 
Tour in the green Umbria area and visit to two of its 
most fascinating cities 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            
a presentation of the regional and traditional    
Italian cuisine with ingredients and recipes    

 

Italian Superstition          Italian Superstition          Italian Superstition          Italian Superstition                                                                                                                                              
Rituals and  amulets of the Italian tradition in 
a travel between history and uperstition 

 

 

Visit to the Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                      

A tour to the beautiful abbey and the wonderful 
view of the city from above. 

Full day excursion to RavennaRavennaRavennaRavenna    
The city famous for its Byzantines mosaics and its 
abbeys. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Visit to theOrsanmichele Museum   Orsanmichele Museum   Orsanmichele Museum   Orsanmichele Museum       

 

Guided visit to the ancient grain storage of the city, 

 now transformed in a church and a musem 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Italian Wines   Italian Wines   Italian Wines   Italian Wines                                                                                                                                                                   
A detailed presentation about the most 
famous Italian wines 

Visit to the Villa of "Poggio a CaianoPoggio a CaianoPoggio a CaianoPoggio a Caiano"            

Guided visit to one of the most beautifl and 
famous of the Medici’s Villa 

Full day excursion to VeniceVeniceVeniceVenice                               
In Venice light and water combine to create a 
restless magic. All borderlines are eradicated 
somewhere between dream and reality, present and 
past 

May 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                Piazzale Michelangelo                
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful            
view of the city 

Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                     Uffizi Gallery                                     Uffizi Gallery                                     Uffizi Gallery                                     
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Shopping at "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    
Italian Fashion and Beauty - Latest Trends 

Visit to the Church of S.Croce                Church of S.Croce                Church of S.Croce                Church of S.Croce                        
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of 
Italian Gothic Architecture 

Miscellaneous 

The Italian gardenThe Italian gardenThe Italian gardenThe Italian garden    

A tour inside the history of the famous Italian 
garden and the architetture of the open spaces    

Excursions 

Visit to Gucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s Museum    

A tour of the new museum of fashion in a 
beautiful historical building 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

 
Visit to the Church of San MiniatoChurch of San MiniatoChurch of San MiniatoChurch of San Miniato                                                                            

A tour to the beautiful abbey and the wonderful 
view of the city from above. 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city, Rome 
caput mundi. A unique city worldwide because of the 
completely opposite styles of art and life that manage 
to live side by side 

 

June 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's masterpiece,  
the cathedral's giant cupola was constructed  to 
express the bridging of Greek and Gothic architecture 

Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft  a walk  into the Oltrarno area to visit 
some of the most traditional handicraft workshops 
like Leather, Jewels, Silver and Arts & crafts. 

Visit of Art History 

Lectures 

Full-day excursion to Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,Lucca, an ancient city with roman 
origins. It still maintains the urban structure and the 
remains of the first fortifications and the amphitheater 

Visit to the medicean Villa "La PetraiaLa PetraiaLa PetraiaLa Petraia"            
Guided visit to the villa that was elected               
as his summer residence by Vittorio Emanuele II 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi  Tour in the 
green Umbria area and visit to two of its most       
fascinating cities 

Miscellaneous 

 Italian Cousine, Italian Gesture,  

Italian superstiotion 

 

Visit to Boboli garBoboli garBoboli garBoboli gardens                          dens                          dens                          dens                          
Guided visit to one of the largest and most elegant 
Italian style garden 

 
Full-day excursion to Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            
A nice walk through "Via dell'Amore" a visit to  
Vernazza, the most impressive of the five villages 

Visit to Ferragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  Museum    

A guided tour thourough the masterpieces of one 
of the most famous fashion brands in the world. 

Excursions 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful  view         
of the city 

 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi  Tour in the 
green Umbria area and visit to two of its most       
fascinating cities 

July 

Shopping at "Barberino” "Barberino” "Barberino” "Barberino” outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city. A unique 
city worldwide because of the completely opposite 
styles of art and life that manage to live side by side 

Lectures 

Opera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di Verona, 
 the town of Romeo and Juliet. Nevertheless 
Verona is much more to experience: music and  
history  

Italian Gesture, Italian Opera, Italian Garden 

Miscellaneous 

Visit to Gucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s Museum    

A tour of the new museum of fashion in a 
beautiful historical building 

 Full-day excursion to Cinque Terre      Cinque Terre      Cinque Terre      Cinque Terre                                                                                              
A nice walk through "Via dell'Amore" a visit to  
Vernazza, the most impressive of the five villages 

Visit to the Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  
Guided visit to the monastery, equally famed 
for its architecture and its works of art 

Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

 
Visit to the Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           
Chronologically it is the first great Basilica in 
Florence and the principal Dominican church 

Visit to the MediciMediciMediciMedici    Chapels                                 Chapels                                 Chapels                                 Chapels                                 
A monumental complex developed over almost two 
centuries in close connection with the adjoining 
church of S. Lorenzo 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Half-day excursion to FiesoleFiesoleFiesoleFiesole                         

  The archaeological site includes a well preserved 
Roman theater and a Romanesque Cathedral founded 
in the 11th century 

August 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's masterpiece,  
the cathedral's giant cupola was constructed  to 
express the bridging of Greek and Gothic architecture 

Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                                      Uffizi Gallery                                                      Uffizi Gallery                                                      Uffizi Gallery                                                      
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Visit to Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             
Guided visit to one of the largest and most   
elegant Italian style garden 

Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft  a walk  into the Oltrarno area to visit 
some of the most traditional handicraft workshops 
like Leather, Jewels, Silver and Arts & crafts. 

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

Italian Garden, Italian Fashion, Italian Cousine 

 
Visit to the Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of 
Italian Gothic Architecture 

Full day excursion to Venice. Venice. Venice. Venice.  In Venice light and 
water combine to create a restless magic. All 
borderlines are eradicated somewhere between 
dream and reality, present and past 

Miscellaneous 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

 Full-day excursion to Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            
A nice walk through "Via dell'Amore" a visit to  
Vernazza, the most impressive of the five 
villages 

Visit to Ferragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  MuseumFerragamo’s  Museum    

A guided tour thourough the masterpieces of one 
of the most famous fashion brands in the world. 

Opera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di VeronaOpera at the Arena di Verona,  
the town of Romeo and Juliet. Nevertheless Verona 
is much more to experience: music and  history  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Visit to the Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           
Chronologically it is the first great Basilica in 
Florence and the principal Dominican church 

 

Full-day excursion to VolterraVolterraVolterraVolterra and S.Gimignano                                  S.Gimignano                                  S.Gimignano                                  S.Gimignano                                  
Two of the most typical and famous                                          
Destinations in Tuscany 

September 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 Piazzale Michelangelo.                 
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful  view         of 
the city 

 
Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

Visit to the Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  Galluzzo Monastery                  
Guided visit to the monastery, equally famed for its 
architecture and its works of art 

 

Shopping at "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" "The Mall" outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full-day excursion to Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,                                    
an ancient city with roman origins. It still maintains 
the urban structure and the remains of the first 
fortifications and the amphitheatre 

Italian Gesture, Italian Wines, Italian Opera 

Miscellaneous 

 

Lectures 

Visit to Gucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s Museum    

A tour of the new museum of fashion in a 
beautiful historical building 

 

 

Visit to the medicean Villa "La PetraiaLa PetraiaLa PetraiaLa Petraia"           
Guided visit to the villa that was elected               
as his summer residence by Vittorio Emanuele II 

Full-day excursion to Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            Cinque Terre                            
A nice walk through "Via dell'Amore" a visit to  
Vernazza, the most impressive of the five villages 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city. A unique 
city worldwide because of the completely opposite 
styles of art and life that manage to live side by side 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 

Full day excursion to VeniceVeniceVeniceVenice                               
In Venice light and water combine to create a 
restless magic. All borderlines are eradicated 
somewhere between dream and reality, present and 
past 

Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            Italian Cuisine                                            
a presentation of the regional and traditional    
Italian cuisine with ingredients and recipes    

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           
Rituals and  amulets of the Italian tradition in 
a travel between history and uperstition 

Visit to Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Guided 
visit to one of the largest and most   elegant Italian 
style garden 

 

October 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's masterpiece,  
the cathedral's giant cupola was constructed  to 
express the bridging of Greek and Gothic architecture 

Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                                  Uffizi Gallery                                                  Uffizi Gallery                                                  Uffizi Gallery                                                  
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Visit to the Villa of "Poggio a CaianoPoggio a CaianoPoggio a CaianoPoggio a Caiano"            

Guided visit to one of the most beautifl and 
famous of the Medici’s Villa 

Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft Handicraft  a walk  into the Oltrarno area to visit 
some of the most traditional handicraft workshops 
like Leather, Jewels, Silver and Arts & crafts. 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

 

Visit to the Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  Church of S.Croce                  
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of 
Italian Gothic Architecture 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    
Italian Fashion and Beauty - Latest Trends 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi                      
Tour in the green Umbria area and visit to two  
of its most fascinating cities  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

Italian Opera                                    Italian Opera                                    Italian Opera                                    Italian Opera                                    
The most famous Italian opera writers 

Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

November 

Florence from Piazzale Michelangelo.         Piazzale Michelangelo.         Piazzale Michelangelo.         Piazzale Michelangelo.                                         
Walk on the romantic Viale dei Colli to Piazzale 
Michelangelo to admire the wonderful  view         of 
the city 

Visit to the Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              Accademia Gallery              
Guided visit to this Gallery, particularly          
famous for Michelangelo's sculpture 

Visit to the Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                  Church of San Miniato                      

A tour to the beautiful abbey and the wonderful 
view of the city from above. 

Shopping at "The"The"The"The    Mall" Mall" Mall" Mall" outlet                                                
Shopping is always an exciting experience, above 
all when we talk about clothing items of some of 
the most famous Italian fashion designers 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full day excursion to RomeRomeRomeRome the eternal city, Rome 
caput mundi. A unique city worldwide because of 
the completely opposite styles of art and life that 
manage to live side by side 

Lectures 

Full-day excursion to Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,Lucca,                                    
an ancient city with roman origins. It still 
maintains  the urban structure and the 
remains of the first     fortifications and the 
amphitheatre 

Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       Italian Gesture                                       
some of the more common gestures, hand gestures 
and body language  

Visit to the Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           Church of S.M.Novella           
Chronologically it is the first great Basilica in 
Florence and the principal Dominican church 

 

Full day excursion to PerugiaPerugiaPerugiaPerugia and Assisi Assisi Assisi Assisi                      
Tour in the green Umbria area and visit to two  
of its most fascinating cities  

 

Miscellaneous 

 Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           Italian Wines                                           
A detailed presentation about the most famous 
Italian wines 

 

 



Half-day excursion to Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        Chianti                        
Visit to the historical winery "Castello di Verrazzano" 
its beautiful gardens and cellars, tasting of Chianti 
Classico red wine with typical light Tuscan specialties 

December 

Visit to the Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           Cupola del Duomo                           
Considered to be Filippo Brunelleschi's 
masterpiece,  the cathedral's giant cupola was 
constructed  to express the bridging of Greek and 
Gothic architecture 
Visit to the Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     Uffizi Gallery                                                     
Guided tour into one of the most famous 
museums of painting in the world 

Visit to Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             Boboli gardens                             
Guided visit to one of the largest and most   
elegant Italian style garden 

 

Visit to Gucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s MuseumGucci’s Museum    

A tour of the new museum of fashion in a 
beautiful historical building 

 

Visit of Art History 

Excursions 

Full-day excursion to Siena Siena Siena Siena and    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    S.Gimignano    
Two of the most typical and famous         
destinations in Tuscany 

Lectures 

Half-day excursion to Pisa Pisa Pisa Pisa                                                    
Three thousands years of history make Pisa an 
obligatory stop on every trip in Tuscany 

 

Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           Italian Superstition                                           
Rituals and  amulets of the Italian tradition in 
a travel between history and uperstition 

 Visit to the Church of S.Croce    Church of S.Croce    Church of S.Croce    Church of S.Croce                                                            
Guided tour into one of the finest examples of 
Italian Gothic Architecture 

Full day excursion to VeniceVeniceVeniceVenice                               
In Venice light and water combine to create a 
restless magic. All borderlines are eradicated 
somewhere between dream and reality, present and 
past 

Miscellaneous 

Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    Italian Fashion                                    
Italian Fashion and Beauty - Latest Trends 

Italian Cuisine   Italian Cuisine   Italian Cuisine   Italian Cuisine                                                                                                                                                                       
a presentation of the regional and traditional 
Italian cuisine with ingredients and recipes 
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